PIT STOP BETTING (“PSB”) LIVE & REAL EVENTS POLICY
What are Real Event and Live Plays?
Real Event is a real physical event that is taking place somewhere in the world and as defined
by the UK Gambling Commission.
Live Plays is a Real Event where PSB is offering plays whilst the Real Event is taking place.
Live Plays means betting that takes place while an event is in progress. In addition to the rest
of this Policy, the following rules apply to Live Plays:
•
•

•

We reserve the right, at our sole discretion, to void any part of any, or all, best on any
Live Plays event that is not completed (i.e. abandoned, postponed);
where a blatant or palpable error is made in offers made, plays offered and presented,
odds resented, prices offered, or Plays/bets accepted or in the/in transmission of any
event on which we have purported to offer Live Plays, plays and bets may be settled
at the correct price at the time at which the play bet was placed, as determined by us;
or
where we have reasonable grounds to believe that a Play or bet is placed after the
outcome of an event is known, we reserve the right to void the Play or bet.

1. Please note that in the case of Live Plays, you may not at any time be able to see or
otherwise be provided with the most up-to-date information in relation to the
relevant event, including for example (but without limitation), through delayed
coverage, a slow connection or equipment, or other system flaws, faults, errors or
service interruption. PSB shall not be liable for any delay in relaying up-to-date
information or for you in relying on out of date, inaccurate or delays information in
placing your play(s) or bet(s).
2. In addition to the rest of these terms relating to Live Plays (which apply equally to our
Withdrawal functionality), the rules relating to Withdrawal feature can be found in
our DISCONNECTION & WITHDRAWAL POLICY (“DWP”).
3. The 'To Return' calculation available on the App is for information purposes only, and
all bets will be calculated using the stake/risk at the odds accepted. In multiple
bets/plays with a void selection(s) the 'To Return' figure is adjusted accordingly. If,
however this means that the minimum number of plays would have not be reached,
PSB reserves the right to return the wins as per the normal odds calculation instead.
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4. Should a customer include a non-runner or void selection in a Real Event multiple
bet/play, the bet will be settled on the remaining selections.
5. Winnings from settled bets/wagers are added to the balance of your betting
account. Any funds/winnings credited to an account in error are not available for
use, and PSB reserves the right to void any transactions involving such funds and/or
withdraw the relevant amount from your account and/or reverse the transaction,
either at the time or retrospectively.
6. PSB reserves the right to withhold payment and to declare bets on an event void if
we have evidence that the following has occurred: (i) the integrity of the event has
been called into question; (ii) the price(s) or pool has been manipulated; or (iii) the
real event rigging has (or is suspected to have) taken place. Evidence of the above
may be based on the size, volume or pattern of bets placed with PSB across any or all
of our betting channels. A decision given by the relevant governing body of the sport
in question (if any) will be conclusive. If any customer owes any money to PSB for
any reason, we have the right to take that into account before making any payments
to that customer.
7. Where there is evidence of a series of bets each containing the same selection(s)
having been placed by or for the same individual or syndicate of individuals on a Real
Event, PSB reserves the right to make bets void or withhold payment of returns
pending the outcome of any subsequent investigation.
8. For events where there is no official 'off' declared, the advertised start time of the
event will be deemed the 'off'. If for any reason a bet is inadvertently accepted after
an event or match has commenced (other than live In-Play betting), bets will stand
providing the final outcome is not known, and that no participant/team has gained
any material advantage at the time the bet was placed. If the outcome of an
event/market is known we reserves the right to void the bet, win or lose. Disputes
over times bets are placed will be settled using the transaction log.
9. Where we have reason to believe that a bet is placed after the outcome of an event is
known, or after the selected participant or team has gained a material advantage we
reserve the right to void the bet, win or lose.
10. If for any reason we are unable to validate the outcome of a particular market, we will
endeavour to seek validation by all reasonable means and, that failing, we reserve the
right to declare all bets void, unless settlement of bets is already determined.
11. Bets and wagers are settled to fractional prices, irrespective of the odds format used
for bet placement.
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12. PSB Tipping Video
What is a Tipping Video?
A Tipping Video is a video compiled by industry expert third parties and assembled for PSB to
offer insights, facts and information to you, the customer, on an event. A Tipping Video is
made available to you through the App and via our website. A Tipping Video is also referred
to as a Live Video.
All content on PSB Live Video is subject to change and PSB may vary, suspend, replace or
withdraw content on PSB Live Video at its absolute discretion and without notice.
PSB reserves the right to modify, suspend or discontinue the PSB Live Video service at any
time without notice to you.
13. Intellectual Property Rights in relation to Tipping Videos
PSB Tipping Videos are for personal non-commercial use only. You are strictly prohibited from
copying, saving, modifying or distributing the PSB Tipping Video content (or assisting a third
party to do so) or allowing any third party to access the PSB Tipping Video content
You must not sell or make any charge for watching or using any part of PSB Video, nor show
any part of PSB Tipping Video in public to an audience (even if no charge is made), nor
authorise or assist any third party to do any of the same.
The content on PSB Tipping Video is licensed to PSB by third parties. It is display for your
entertainment and information only. As such PSB will not be liable if the predictions therein
contained do not materialise and you understand that any play and bet is made entirely at
the player’s risks.
14. General
PSB reserve the right to change this Policy at its discretion from time to time. If we make
significant changes to this Policy, then we will take appropriate steps to bring such changes
to your attention. It is your responsibility to check this and our other Policies from time to
time to ensure that you agree with them and your continued use of PSB Tipping Video will be
deemed to be your acceptance of any changes to the Policy.
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This Policy along with all of our Policies and Terms & Conditions are governed by English law
and any disputes will be dealt with by the English courts.
PSB reserves the right to introduce other fees, subscriptions or charges or conditions for
access to PSB Tipping Video in the future. You will be made aware of the introduction of any
charge or condition before it is introduced.
By accessing PSB Tipping Video you accept this Policy.
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